Tennis Match Results
Nebraska-Omaha vs Arkansas
Mar 18, 2017 at Fayetteville, AR
(Billingsley Tennis Center)

Arkansas 5, Nebraska-Omaha 0

**Singles competition**
1. #57 Razvan Grigorescu (UNO) vs. #24 Jose Salazar (AR) no result
2. Branch Terrell (AR) def. Nathan Reekie (UNO) 6-0, 6-1
3. Matt Dunn (UNO) vs. Adam Sanjurjo (AR) no result
4. Oscar Mesquida (AR) def. Colin Buckley (UNO) 6-0, 6-1
5. Juan Marino (AR) def. Alex Woodward (UNO) 6-0, 6-1
6. Austin Robles (AR) def. Luke Moorhead (UNO) 2-6, 6-1, 6-0

**Doubles competition**
1. Razvan Grigorescu/Colin Buckley (UNO) vs. Oscar Mesquida/Adam Sanjurjo (AR) no result
2. Jose Salazar/Juan Marino (AR) def. Nathan Reekie/Alex Woodward (UNO) 6-3
3. Jacob Herndon/Austin Robles (AR) def. Louis-Jonas Heizlspel/Luke Moorhead (UNO) 6-4

Match Notes:
Nebraska-Omaha 5-8
Arkansas 10-8